Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
23. Opening a New Healing Portal Way
Beloved Moses, Mother Mary, and “Marrianna”
Good Morning my Beloved Moses. I am looking forward to our daily
visits again. I ask for your assistance in helping me to get into doing our
early daily visit again.
“Your life is on fast forward with both you and your Spouse’s Health
challenges. Know you’re both getting better and you are both receiving
Loving, Healing Light from your Guides and then some. Know, this too
shall pass, your time on Earth is Not Over!”
“Take a deep Breath and open to receive the Creator’s Healing Light
as we begin this morning with a Healing process as it is what you need the
most. I know that all the Healing you receive, you would also like for your
family, friends, and All upon Earth to receive, And So It Is!”
Close your Eyes and sit for a few minutes to enter Deeper into your
Healing Center. Then move into your Seventh Chakra and we will work
through you into the Iron Core Crystal Grid. When you Feel anchored,
open your Eyes so you can write your experience for others to merge with
you.”
“Now Feel Me take Hold of your left Arm and Feel My Presence flow
through your Entire Body…..”
Oh, it Feels Heavenly; I could just stay merged with Your Golden
Love, Peace, and harmony. The warmth fills every cell in my Body and I
thank you.
“Now move from your Head to your Heart and Open your Heart to
receive the Healing within your Entire Beingness.”
I Feel so relaxed, all the tension and concerns about both my
Spouse’s and my own Health is melting away. In its place the Warm and
Healing Love Bubbles with Happiness and Love! I Feel I can do anything
including living in a Pain Free Body.

I See and Feel Sparkling Lights of many different colors. It is like the
“Sparkles” telling me nothing matters. I am the God of my Being……. I am
Pain
Free. I am Unlimited Potential!
I Feel wind embracing my Body and I Know Moses is taking me to a
Healing Temple. The Sweet Smell of Roses lets me know Mother Mary is
going to meet us and share Her Healing Love with us this day. I can only
See total deep, deep Blue Darkness that has become still, no Breeze, no
Smell, just Empty Void.
I Feel Moses say, “Worry Not, for we have Entered a Portal way that
has not been used for a very long time. It is one you agreed to Open for
Humanity when you were at a Point where you could Handle the
Vibration. Know this Portal way will assist in your Healing and the
Healing of Humanity, Starting with you, your spouse and ‘Misty’, your cat
who has been helping Both of you Heal.”
I Feel Moses holding my Arm and Hear Him say, “Worry Not” and I
fill with His Love.
I can See Light at the end of the Portal Way and Hear Birds Singing as
we enter. I See we’re in a Garden filled with Crystals and Gems and
Healing Vibrations. I Feel the Healing Vibrations merge within my entire
Being. I See Mother Mary and Many Masters as I move throughout the
Healing chambers. It is like I am floating and moving without making my
Body move, like I’m on a conveyer belt going wherever my Body needs to
go to receive the Healing I need from the different Gemstones and
Crystals. I think the different Masters are directing the movement that I
need, then overseeing that I receive Just the Right amount of Healing
Light, not too much but just what my Body needs. This takes a while.
I then notice that I am in another area filled with Roses and
Waterfalls. Mother Mary Enfolds me with Her Love and Light as She
invites me to Sit on a Crystal Chair beside Her. The Crystal Chair is where
a Large Round Crystal Table Is located and it is Pulsing with Colors,
Symbols, and Beautiful Sounds.
I Look around the Table and See All my Healing family, Moses,
Mother Mary, Jesus, Malachi, Quan Yin, Raphael, Michael, Isis, Kuthumi,

and many more. I Feel like Liquid Light and I See I am on the Table and
the Masters are Sending Their Healing Gifts through the Crystal Table and
my entire Body is Merging with All Their Gifts.
I Feel that the Portal Way we Entered through Connects to All the
Galaxies and Dimensions. I am Being Re-Wired to Disconnect the Implant
Devices controlling my Third Dimensional Experiences as I have
completed them. Now, we are up-grading all my Forth Dimensional
Encodings so that Both can be re-connected to the Fifth Dimensional and
Higher Dimensions with Ease and Grace.
The Encoding most important to me to Dis-connect from, is my
contract with the Medical Profession. This was where I agreed to be
Guinea Pig for different sicknesses, bring the sickness into balance and
anchoring it Into the Iron Core Crystal Grid so others could be cured more
quickly from the same sickness with Ease and Grace.
In the Higher Dimensions there is No Sickness, the Vibrations are too
High to Support Sickness. I know I have been Balancing my Karma that I
received while in the Isis temple may Lifetimes ago when I froze with Fear
and Let many Masters down who were counting on me. Now I’ve gone so
deep I can’t focus on writing any longer.
Moses shares, “that I am almost through and to let myself Fall
Asleep and He will ensure my Safe Passage Home.”
I know that I might need a nap today.
“Peace Be With you until we meet again tomorrow. I am your
Beloved Moses.”
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